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Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
In pursuance of the provisions of Regulation 30 of SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015, we are enclosing 
herewith Media Release titled “Rose Merc Ltd. presents Mumbai Cricket Excellence award, initiated by 
Mazgaon Cricket Club and approved by MCA“  issued by the Company.  

 

Yours faithfully, 
For ROSE MERC LIMITED 
 
 
 
 
NOORUDDIN MOHAMMED SHAIKH 
DIRECTOR 
DIN: 09660481 
PLACE: MUMBAI 
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Media Release 

Rose Merc Ltd. presents Mumbai Cricket Excellence award, initiated by Mazgaon Cricket Club and 
approved by MCA 

Rose Merc Ltd (RML) is pleased to announce that the company is presenting the Mumbai Cricket Excellence 
award on 27th of May, 2023. This award initiative was taken up by Mazgaon Cricket Club and approved by 
Mumbai Cricket Association (MCA). MCA is the governing body for cricket in Mumbai and surrounding 
regions such as Thane and Navi Mumbai. MCA is also a full member of BCCI along with its 350 member 
clubs.  

Speaking on the development, Mr. Kirti Savla, Managing Director of Rose Merc Ltd said, "We are 
thrilled to partner with Mazgaon Cricket Club for presenting the Mumbai Cricket Excellence awards where, 
we will honour our upcoming players and unsung heroes. With Cricket being a religion in the country, the 
legends of the sport are virtually household names. There are a number of clubs across India which undertake 
lot of efforts to train young athletes. It is implied that some / most of these legends would have been trained in 
some such club, across the country. However, not every athlete (irrespective of how good he / she is makes it 
to the national Cricket team, nor are the efforts of the clubs acknowledged. This event aims to precisely 
celebrate such efforts of all those who have made cricket exceptional for these clubs and gave us gems of 
cricketers from the Mumbai region.” 

“This event ensures great visibility across prestigious governing bodies, of a sport as popular as cricket, With 
Rose Merc Ltd. being a new entrant in e-commerce business, such visibility platforms will provide a huge 
boost.” 

About Rose Merc Ltd: Rose Merc Ltd is a dynamic company which is present as an e-commerce 
website, the company is now primarily into the trade of naturally occurring precious elements such as 
gem stones, gold, silver, rudhraksha, and more. Recognising the rise in need for guidance to achieve 
mindfulness, self-awareness and an overall good mental health, the company developed an e-commerce 
platform where the primary trade of precious elements are incorporated into a range of products and 
services often used in Vedic, Astrological and Occult Sciences that can aid in one’s journey to finding 
their selves. Rose Merc Limited continues to venture into projects that create a much-required positive 
impact in the environment, and thus in the way businesses and industries have traditionally been 
functioning. In line with the company’s Mission and Vision, our team of experts and consultants 
constantly work to find ways to be a part of this growing change, and provide aid to the ideas of 
tomorrow that require assistance. Please visit www.rosemerc.in 
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